
 

SENIOR PRODUCTION COORDINATOR, LONDON 

Department – Online 

Reporting to the Studio Manager 

 

 

THE BRAND 

MATCHESFASHION.COM is the global luxury-shopping destination for men and women, bringing 

together a modern edit of over 400 established and emerging designers. Experience 

MATCHESFASHION.COM online, in its London stores and at No.23, our private-shopping 

townhouse. With over 25 years in luxury fashion, we deliver to over 190 countries and offer 24/7 

advice through MyStylist, our dedicated fashion-concierge team. 

THE ROLE 

 

As Production Coordinator for the Online Studio you will be the central point of communication for 

the studio and wider business.  Your overall mission is to assist with improving the standard of our 

Uploads and image quality whilst increasing the productivity and output of the photostudio. 

 

This is a diverse role that requires a productive, passionate individual that is keen to make a change in 

a busy and exciting environment. 

 

THE RESPONSIBILITIES 

 

 WORK daily with the Merchandising team to gain stock delivery visibility in order to assist 

with the scheduling of the Uploads 
 

 BE THE central point of contact for the studio team in order to manage the smooth flow of 

product through the studio 
 

 APPROVE every image that it created considering product appeal, aesthetic and overall 

standard of finish 
 

 WORK closely with the Retouch lead in developing a style guide for standard for imagery 
 

 MANAGE image upload and final quality checks before images go live 
 

 ASSIST with scheduling pre-shooting both in the UK and abroad 
 

 ASSIST with the scheduling of the studio team when required 
 

 OVERSEE model castings clearly documenting comments and feedback 
 

 WORK with the Stills Stylist in creating a style guide that is creative, original and robust 

 

ABOUT YOU 

 

 You have previous experience working in a fast pace ecommerce studio and are able to 

identify opportunities and improvement to be made 

 Multitasking comes naturally to you and the opportunity of a challenge excites you 

 You have a fantastic eye for detail and know what is required in order to get the best results to 

the highest standard 

 You are a people person that is able to get the best from others, and align a team in order to 

get the job done 

 You are comfortable with analysing information in order to extract the data required 



 

 You are able to create professional documentation that will be seen across the business 

 You have faultless commercial awareness 

 You are proficient with technical programs including Word, Excel and Outlook 

 

 

From the moment you join our team we aspire to make your employment experience an 

engaging and memorable one.   

If you are energetic, hardworking and thrive in a collaborative and fast-paced environment, 

then please apply with a CV and covering letter stating your salary details and notice period. 


